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REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON 
HISTORICAL BASIS, IHVOLVEMElifTS, .AMD VALIDITY OF THE OCTOBER 22, l8J.,4, POSITION 

PART VI--RF:CAPITULATlOlJ,. COiifCLUS!OHS, .AND AFFIRMATORY STll.TEMENT 
As we have just completed the detailed and technical study, in Parts IV and 

V, of two of th� aJ.1tecedent dates in the prophetic series--B.c. 457 and 31 A.D.-
it is now desirable, in sunnnation, to review rapidly, in serial, tabulated form, 
the historically connected lille of thought running throughout Parts II to V, 
relating point to point, in order to draw a full-rounded conclusion. 

A. Recapitulation of Parts II and I�Ft• From the nintroductory Statement
of Problem. and Purpose 11 in Part I, we passed 1,?rogressi vely. in historil}al Parts 
II and III. from those early and essentially sound general positions of the 
pioneer Mille:rite leaders, 011 through a series o:f.' progressive corrections of 
erroneous detail to the ultimately accurate positions of the 7th mm1th movement • 

....,,....,.;""""" These concerned and ou�ted in the determination of (a) the �2�peginnip.£ 

�!_termina.l_��.2.. of the 2300-year period; (b) the i1:_t;!_Jj;.!1.,_���p�_<::,!?sinG 

'lJ .. 8:1. e.nd ( o) the selection of' October 22 as the ��-l�_.99...,2!_.:CE:��..J�E...E!.?.�

�d_l:E-.1 of the full prophetic period--with its 31 A.D. spring-crucifixion seal. 
These final conclueions were reached iri. this wise: 

- -- -- ---r.---iarIIer- -i'il1d his as-socia.te-s fil'"st of all took their stand upon B.c. L,.57
as the co�joint starting point of the 2300 year-days and its initial 70 weeks-
which, they affirm, stand or fall together--beeause 457 was attested by the vast 
majority of the highest authorities available. as the date of the decree of the 
7th year of Arta:x:er,ces. But at first the }·filler leaders all ended the 70th week 
at the cr�ss, which they placed in 33 A.D., chiefly upoll the authority of tlie 
astronomer Ferguson. Consequently they terminated the 2300 years i11 the "Jewish 
year 1843, 11 which would close in the spril� of our Gregorian year 181.i4. 

2. These early inaccuracies were corrected step by step, first by recogniz
ing the Biblically-specified mode of reckoning the !_�ew s���-��!.l-- as
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Part VI--Recapitulation and Statement--2.
championed by the Karaite Jews. This placed it as :from April to April-�the 

time of the required "barley harvest 11ew moo11 11 for the month lJisan--instead of 

the popular reckoning from March to l\'.iarch, following the :Rabbinical fixed 

calendar, which is computed on the position of' the new moon 11earest the vern�l 

equint?X• The Hiller group deliberately a11d intelligently adopted the true 

Karaite reoko11ing .. rejecting the Rabbinical calendar as not conforming to the 

Mosaic law. They recognized clearly that the correct placement of the first of 

the sacred year of ,:\ecessity determined the accuracy of all subsequent sacred 

festivals of the year, pe:.rticUlarly the Passover and the Day of Atonement. 

3. 'l'he 11ext correction vms to recognize that the prophecy requires a full

490 and 2300 years, dated from the 457 starting point. So they rightly extended 

these periods into the years 34 and 184Lt A.D., respectively; running both spans
_,,.. __ ,...,..,_._,_.,.. __ 1 .. _,.,_,�--·,..-- ... ___ ._,, .. 

from autumn to autunu.1, and realized that all related dates in the prophetic 

series must harmonize with the tar.minus of the full period. Thus the way was pre• 

pared for the inevitable correction of the c:rucifixion date. 

�-• Miller and his associates first fixed upon a 33 A.D. crucifixion because-

not having yet seen the true relationship of the cross to the 70th ;1week1 
11 and at 

first without knowledge of the chronological defect in the 33 crucifixion dating�-

- that date_ se_em.ed to har:monize with their early understanding of the requirements 

of the series1 as well as being; the position of the well-known Ferguson� and 

other astronomical authorities. In fact, a portion of Ferguson's work was even 

reprfoted by J. v. Himes as part of the standard Adventist literature., so highly 

was it at first rega.rded.l 

5. The shifting of the end-year of the 70 weeks ., from 33 over to 34, led to

a further study of the crucifixion date, and of the meaning of the ;'midst of the 

week'1 specification of the prophecy. By a further study of the Karcti te reckoning ., 

they discovered that the only Friday passover coming within the ran[�e of Chri stt s 

l Himes, Joshua V., "Bible Students Manual of Chronology and Prophecy., 11 
Boston., 18�1, pp. 20-24 •.
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Part VI--Rec�pitulation and Statement-•3 
public ministry was in the year 31 A.D.--this reckoning being based upon the 
twin stipulations of the barley-harvest and the visual-ob�ervation of the new 
moon for Nisan, operative in the time of Christ. 

6. Thua Uiller I s associates crune to see that. the 33 crucifixion date had
been reached by Ferguson on the mistaken basis that the Rabbins had correctly 
dated the beginning of the sacred year and its Passover, supposedly in 
harmony with f irst century practice. But the fixed calendar of the Rabbins, 
introduced by Hillel in the fourth century, was demonstrated to be approximately 
a month too early. Hence the 33 computati on for the orucifixion was now recognized 
as erroneous and impossible. 

7. Discovering; from astronomy, moreover, that the only April Hisan coming
within the circle of the prophetic 1�veek11 of years that could have a Friday 
crucifixion in harmony with the l'fosaic law was 31 A.D.; they found that in this 
date every demand was satisfied, and so took their stai.�d u ncompromisingly 
thereupon, with the astronomical support of the learned Hales and co..rn.plete tables 
of the moon as their chief authorities. Eusebius of Caesarea, in the 4th century, 
was cited as co:oourring in the 31 A.D. crucifixion.2

B. Raving fixed upon the correct terminal-year upon the basis of the 2300-
- -yea-r-proph-et-i--O----sp-ani-and--havin.-g---ri--gh.t-l7 f'-i�-ed-up-fln-the-----or-uci-i'---i-x¼e11---d-at--e---t-he- --- - --

sories i:1ow standing as 457, 27-31-34, and l8Lil-1.--the 7th month leaders determined
the precise day on the basis of the 10th day of  the 7th month Atonement �e,
just as the Passover type was exactly fulfilled to the month and day at the 1st
advent.

9. Correctly beginning the true first month of the sacred year 1844 with
the appearance of the new moon in April� the Millerite scholars lo�ew that the 
7th month mus� begin with the phasi�, or appearanoe of the new moon in October--

2 Julius Africanus, of the close of the 3rd century, it may be added,
likewise ple.ces the crucifixion in 31 A.D. See Praidl ., Franz., 11Die 
Exegese der Siebzig 1-�ochen Daniels, ir Graz., 1863., pp. 45-48. 
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that is, after the conjunction on the evening of  October 11, as indicated by 
the current calendar. The choice of October., rather than September., was in 
harmony with the invariable number of de.ys between the conjunction of lasan 
and the conjunction o f  Tisri ., and the similarly constant period from Passover 
to Atonement. And this dating of Tisri l was confirmed by them through a 
double-checked dating of the moo11 1 s pha.s_i,s in Hew England and Palestine. 

10. The accuracy with which the iti.iillerite scholars were enabled to fix
/ 

upon October 13 as Tisri l ., sprang from their acquaintance with both t he ancient 
and modern reckoning for the time of translation of the moon, based upon no less 
authorities thv.n Geminus., Scaliger., and Hales. The IJ<:illerite writers discovered 
that when the moon is f'�st, or in pe l'igee--as 011 that 1844 October 13--one day 
only should be allowed before visibility after her change. In o ther words., she 
would become visible on the second e vening, October 13. From the logic or this 
reasoning there was no escape. It was a simple and direct process that all 
could follow, yet virhich none could gainsay because of its scientifi-c accuracy. 

11. The remarkable accuracy of' the reasoning and reckoning of the 7th
month movement leaders was disclosed by �xhibits Hand.I, which showed the 
correlated relationship, in the problem, of the Biblico-Jewish day to the civil--

.. _the _B.ib lie al i:la��em'l:u:�a.13.ing_.p.arj;.s_DL ±,w.o_ .ciY.iL.rlay.s� �Ther.ein--was-4�mQJ'.H?°tJ:"�-t�d- -- - . . . . ...... ·-··-
astronomically the identification of Tisri l with October 13--a.nd consequently 
of Tisri 10 with October 22., 1844, and so scientifically attesting the 
fundamental Milleri te contention. 

�ummatio4: Parts !I and Ill disclose the profound influence exerted 
upon the 1844 advent movement by the adoption of the Karaite mode of reckoning 
the sacred yee.rj with its attenda11t festivals., as the divinely-appointed unit of 
measurement for the 2300-year master-prophecy. Finding the correct beginning of 
the year and the right datillg of the crucifixion, these 1844 students of 
prophecy were led unerringly on to October 22 as the goal of their quest. 

Yet6 the Ke.raite reckoning was but simple adherence to the known laws of 
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astronomy and the Mosaic specifications. Its computation was both sound and 
accurate, and the resultaJ.1t oonoluaiona true and inescapable. Having been called 
back to the supreme Source of authority-•the Word of GodM•leaders in the 7th month 
movement took their stand firmly upon this mandate. They p robably never had an 
actual Karaite calendar before them for the year l8Li4, for they make no allusion 
to possessing- or using such • .And it was not needed--for the simple reason that 
their conclusions were drawn from the fact that Karaism differed from Rabbanism 
as regards the all-import ant barley harvest in i ts relation to the Passover, and 
its governing pow-er over the intercalary month. 

The understa.11ding and discussion of these intricate astronomical problems 
by Millerite scholars was at once profound and scientific. They knew thoroughly 
the reaso::1.s for their positions.- and fearlessly took their stand in the face of 
a hostile, scoffing world. The passage of time, and the appraising tests of 
scientific investigation only substl).l1tiate and fortify the fundamental conclusions. 

Quite apart, however, from demonstrating that the Millerites rightly 
understood and consistently applied the Karaite reckoning, what is of infinitely 
more importance to us as a people� is that we are shown through Parts II and V

that the Karaite mode or reckoning this true sacred year, month, and day, was 
in�ins i_�a_l_:lx_()_O rrec�_ and _ the J1i_ll§.ri-te __ c..011olu$,icQI,1.-V-a-l--i-d.- -verH.-y,---i3ctu-b1:rr--z2-
was the prophetically required tenth day of the 7th month of the end-year of 
the 2300-yea.r prophecy! 

B. Summary of Conclusions from Parts IV? In Part IV, in establishing the
certainty of 457 a.e the 7th year of Artaxer:x:es and the true beginning of the 2300-
day prophecy, the following points, in resume, have been developed in the line of 
technical proof: 

1. For purposes of chronology, as proved by the various synchronisms
between Biblical and profane dates, the entire last year of a king's reign in 

3 This resume of Part IV was prepared by L.H.Wood,--L,E.F. 
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Babylon, Persia, or Israel, is given to that monarch, which year is also called 

the 11aocession year" of the folloriring ruler-... the next year being the first year 

of the new king's reign. 
2. By use of the well-authenticated eolipsea of the 5th year of 1rabopolassar

and the 7th year of Cam.bysas, there has been demonstrated both the accuracy of 

1- this method, as well us a scientific means of interpreting the terminal years of

the reigns of these kings in terms of our calendrical system.

;. By applying these same rules to tho reigns of the Persian kings, and
constantly checking results by means of ndated OOl1traot tablets 11 and inscriptiona.l 

records, it has been shovm that Xerxes' 21st year was 464 B.c.

4. Similar to the years containing the reigns of Jehoahaz and Jehoiachin-
each reign less than a year--the death year of Xerxes, the fractional year's reign 

of the usurper Artabanus, and the acoessio;:). year of Artaxerxes, are all included in 

the one year 1 464. 
5. From a study of Biblical and well-attested archaeological evidence, it

has been shmvn that the Jevdsh civil year began with the roonth Tisri in the fol l 

of the year., but that the Ba.bylonian--and Persian--civil year and the Jewish sacred 

year began with the month Nisan in the spring. But in either case, the months were 

�� �····�·�·��· ·· �num:bB!'�:n:l��Cl)J'.!di1.1g��lYthB �a�re:d ��ye1:l.TT Ni13rm��bi:d���he��ir�t�m�on�hT�Yar �7tbE,��c�ITdT·· � ·��· ··· �

etc., whether speaking in terms of the civil or sacred year. 

6. Whether reckoned aocordii.ng to the Babylonian-Persian system of beginning

the year about the time of the vernal equinox., or according to the Jevvish system 

of beginning their same civil year :;i.bout the time of the preceding; autumnal equinox, 

/ the time of Ezra• s arrival in Jerusalem could 11ot be eo.rlie!" than the late summer 

of 457 B. C. 

Summation: Thus, by mee..ns of abundant evidence from history, astronomy,. 

archaeology, and ·bhe Bible, the seventh yeo.r of Artaxerxes becomes one of the most 
thoroughly authenticated dates of all time. 
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c. Recapitulation of Argument in Part v.4-.. Because of' the fact that up to

the present time, the date of the crucifixion has not been established by any 
generally accepted statement of history, the conclusion set forth in Part V was
largely based upon the principles of astronomy and calendrical science. The 
problem c�nsisted in tying Jewish time in the first century to the Julian calendar. 
The following special features relating to the luni-solar year of the Hebrews. 
and some aspects pertaining to prophecy and the gospel narratives of Christ's 
_ministry. constitute the foundation of the argument of this Report relative to the 
crucifixion date adopted by the 7th month movement leaders. 

1. As'step one in the p rocedure, the Jewish passove� month Nisan was re•
stored to its appointed place in the spring of the y ear, as commanded in the Mosaic 
law. Ancient Israel had no March passover. It was an .April-Nisan. that began the 
main Jewish feast period of the year---a period that was always the same length. 
extending 173 days from the Passover sunset to and including the Day of Atonement, 
or Tisri 10. According to Biblical specification, it waa necessary that the 
passover feast should occur at the time of the full moon of barley harvest. 

This primitive regulation was materially changed by the fi:x:ed calendars of 
both Jews and Christians, in the 4th _c_e_:t!tury A. D., at which time the Jewish 
passover was appointed by the ambitious Christian Church to be a March feast, as 
a point from which she wished to regulate her own Easter festival. But March 
passovers would occur on an entirely different series of week days from April 
pa.ssovers of' the same year. Upon this important distinction. the date of the 
crucifixion depends. 

2. As step two, the Passover full moon was placed on the 13th day, near the
middle of' the Jewish month Nisa.n. as a fixed position, in contrast to the variable 
position of the conjunctive black moon, at the end of each mouth, which has a 
transl ation period of from ooe to four days. 
--·4---;h-;�-�-�sume of Parl V. was prepared by Miss Grace .Amadon.---L.E1F+ 

' 
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Valuable testimony from history was oited as to the true position of the 

full moon in the paschal month. Aristobu.los, Eusebius, practically all of the 
patristic writers, and our leading modern authority, agree that the moon fulls on 
the day befo,!! the Passover, when at sunset the sun and moon face each other in 
the evening sky. In harmony with this, Josephus• much quoted phrase, "according 
to the moon11 can better be u:nder$tood. Furtherlll.ore, the placing of the paschal 
moon on the 13th day, is the only postulate which really harmonizes with the 
position of the "new moon day, 11 as it allows a reas�� j;� for every new 
moon phasis in a regular cycle. On the contrary, if the paschal moon be made to 
coincide with the 14th of the month, in some years the translation period would 

have little more than an hour between conjunction and phasis-•an impossible 
astronomical event. 

From the combined testimony of Gem.in.us., Sca.liger. and Hevelius, and from 
the faot that on the walls of the Sanhedrin chamber., in the time of the patriarch 
Gamaliel, there hung a chart portraying various .forms and shapes of the new moon, 
by which he examined the witnesses, it was concluded that the Jewish mode of 
computing the translation period of the moon apparently was much more than a mere 
test for visibility. The cycle of Table IV shows the limits of the period of the 
translation of the moon to be from twenty-two hours to four days, in contrast to 
the modern visibility test which allows much less time, or only a.bout twenty to 
sixty hours. Computation shows that the phasis follows a regular cycle, in

harmony with the moon. The double new-moon days i..,nd the so-called "postponements" 
of the modern Jewish calendar--which after all keeps pace with the moon, though the 
reasons therefor are not the same as in ancient practioe--were considered good 
evidence of the longer time needed to establish the translation period from con
junction to "new moon da.y. 11 

3. As step three, four passovers were outlined in the life of Christ,
according to the gospel narrative. 
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4. As step four, the death of Jesus was presented as a complete fulfilment

of the Messianic prophecy :in Daniel 9--that He was really "cut of'f" in the "midst" 
of the seventieth week, as apparently first suggested by Eusebius. 

Summation; on the basis of the foregoing stipulations, as outlined in the 
Bible, history, and the principles of astronomy--that there must be (l) four 
passovers during the ministry of Christ; (2) a crucifixion fulfilment in the 
"midst" of Daniel I s prophetic 70th week; (3) a passover during the April barley 
harvest; and also (4) a paschal full moon on Nisan 13, the day before the Passover-
only _oE.� _ _.Ye�r .between 27 and ;L� .A.D. offered a Friday Passover. �-.A.ar was 
!f?.san 14, or ;&r.!±.....2J..L..2.1 A_& Mo o.ther year of' the six or seven usually chosen 
as the passion date satisfies even ;?_,� of the foregoing counts. The fao.t. that the 
year 31 A.D. fulfilled all four counts, which ca1cern not only astronomy and the 
primitive laws of the Jewish nation, but also the demands of the prophecy of 
Daniel--a feature which one finds included in nearly every ancient and mediaeval 
treatise on chronology--demonstrated the selection of the year 31 A.D. as 
final• 

While it has been shown to be true that the fragments of ancient history 
which have come down to the twentJftth_o_entur�-fa.il-t9---%g-1"--ee---:-en--any----one---ce-rtain---
date for the crucifixion of Christ, yet it is equally t:n.te and worthy of note 
that history has not been remiss as a witness, either to prophecy or to the life 
of Christ, in  that she has faithfully recorde<;i the specifio rules by which we may 
compute Jewish time in the first century, and cause this primeval system 0£ 
chronology to coincide with the conunon calendar of man • 

.And in such (ii. manner, on the demands of Scripture; chro11ology, and history, 
and by the application of the basic principles of astronomy and the calendar, the 
position finally taken by the Millerite leaders in the autumn of 1844, as regarding 
the 31 A.D. crucifixion, has been demonstrated. 
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D. Closing .A.ffirma.tory Statement.--It was He who framed the sun, earth,

moon, and stars, projeoting them into their appointed courses and holding them 
there with the precision of Infi�ity, who ordained their cycles, not merely to 
rule the day and the night, but as undeviating measuring lines to tell off the 
great prophetic periods of divine revelation, a."'1.d thus to si. gnif'y the ol'"ucial 

( ,1 epochs of the ages. It was He who, through the oenturies, has guided the course 
of human events according to His own inscrutable scheme and schedule for ma.n's 
redemption, who, through His prophet Daniel, gave the master key by which to 
unlock the mystery of the times, that we might understand the unfolding fulfill
ment of His matchless plan of salvation spanning the centuries., and now nearing 
its great consummation. 

Dated from a decree that can be checked and rechecked by eclipse-marked 
reigns of Babylonian and Persian monarchs., this prophetic span was certified and 
sealed sealed by the death of the divine Son of God in the very year marked out 
by the first fully-dated, 70-week segment of the full prophecy. Christ cwoo as 
the great antitypioal Lamb of God, inerran.tly foreshadowed by the passover lamb 
type., slain on the appointed month and day in the designated Jewish sacred year11

to provide the vicarious, atoning sacrifice imperative for man's redemption. All 

in humility, to become the predicted Victim of the cross • 
. Next, we are carried along by this mighty span of allottad years, through 

the eventful centuries of' Christ I s post-ascension ministry in the heavenly 
sanctuary, on to the very year., month, and day when He actually closed the first, 
and entered upon the second and final phase of Priestly ministry for man--God•s 
great judgment hour--shortly to precede His second advent in glory. These con-
secutive periods and events, we affirm, have been told off to us by inerrant, 
time-marking cycles of the sun and moon, together with the concurrent records of 
man. There has been and can be no mistake in calculation here • .And the certainty 
of it all was sealed by the cross in the midst of the pro�hetic 70th w�ek. 
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Astronomy proves that there has been and can be no lost time. 

Established thus by deoree at its beginning, and certifiea by the cross-
the greatest event of all past history--this prophetic span OEUJle to its appointed 
close on October 22, 1844, just as it has been traoed. This sweeping· period, 
with its specific termi11al date, holds more in its qazing portent, and is fraught 
with greater consequence to man and the universe, than all the ambitious schemes 

scientists, and scholars. Here 
of earthly conque�ors, or all the imposing achievements of hmn.an statesmen,hboth 
the epochs and the events in the divine plan of salvation are disclosed in 
sequence and relationship. \fore this people silent as to the meaning and the 
actuality of the historical fulfillment of the fip�l_point in the series, the very 
stones must needs cry out--in parallel to Christ's declaration to those who would 
hush the hosannas of the child heralds before the great tragedy of the cross that 
certified this mighty end-event of the span, God ts judeznt hour�-..

�venti .. s11!1 !�Dee:e,ei:, Sign;_t:i�8}.lq,q 
Such is the deeper significance of the great second advent movement. It 

is this that underlies its appearance on schedule time in th,e 19th century. Such 
is the a.mazing method, provision, and providence of God, covering time and 
eternity, and embracing heaven and earth • .And such is the wondrous, infallible 
time-message of the spheres, ordained in the very beginning of hwnan history not 
only for daily utility, but for signs and seasons and infallible measurements in 
disclosing the all-embracing, redemptive plan of the ages--for unto 2300 year-days, 
then shall the heavenly sanctuary be oleansed--with the end of sin's e:x:periment at 
its close. It was a determinative act of God graciously made known in advonce to 
man. Truly there is a God in heaven in whom we live, and move, and have our being, 
who is soon to close forever the last page of the troubled book of hum.an history. 
Solemn but happy, then, the lot 0£ those who sense the am.a.zing meaning of the hour, 
and are truly giving to mankind heaven's appointed message pertaining to these 
tremendous times. 
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Seventh-day Adventists alone are carrying this commissioned sanctuary 
truth to the world., as based on Daniel 8 and Revelation 14., and they will not 

fail in faithfulness to their heavenly mandate. This sanctuary truth., with its 

threefold chronological foundation, is in deed the vital heart of the advent move�
ment and :message. In the uncompromising words of Mrs. E.G. Hhite---

''As a peo:ple, we should. be earnest students of prophecy; we should not rest 
until we beco:rne intelligent in regard to the subject of the sanctuary, which is 
brought out in the vj,sions of Daniel and John. This subject sheds great light 
on our present position and work, and gives us unmistakable proof that Gbd has 
led us in our past exper ience •••• ·Our faith in reference to the messages of the 
first, second, and third angels was correct. The great way-marks we have passed 
�re innnovable. Although the boats of hell may try to tear them from their founda
tion, 0114 triumph in the thought that they have succeeded, yet they do not 
succeed. These pillars. of truth stand firm as the eternal hills,.u:nmoved by all
the efforts of men combined with those of Satan and his host. 1ve can learn much; 
and should be conste.ntlr searching the �oriBtures to see if these things are so.· 
God I s _peo;e_,le ar� now to have. their· eyes_,.}fieithe heav��ly _sanctuar;v:,. :where the final
ministration of our g:reat Hign Priest in the work of the judgment is going forwardr- · 
where he is interceding for his people. 115 · · 

Such was the firm foundation laid by the 7th month movement heralds of the 

first angel 1 s message, between August and October, l8Li4.. Such was the sure 

position maintained and strengthened by the p'ioneers of the th;i,:rd angel's message 

as the advancing light on the sanctuary truth explained the nature of the event 
which had actually transpired on that all-important day in the heavenly sanctuary 

- -

above., and which now involved the testing truth of the Sabbath. .And sueli is the 

sound foundation of the great threefold message that is to be proclaimed with ever

inoreasing power and certainty to the very end of our witness. Seventh-day 

Adventists took their irrevocable position upon clear evidence, such as is here 

portrayed. The full recital of the facts has but added luster to the established 

foundations of truth. Viewed from every angle, the substantiuting verities in re-· 
gard to the sanctua ry question stand forth in tm-,ering majesty to the honor of God, 

and the comfort of its friends and adherents. 
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Let there be no confusion or uncertainty upon the sanctuary truth. 

Acquaintance with its unassailable proofs, and their full justification before 
the world and the church, means spiritual confidence and satisfaction of soul, and 
in eonsequenoe, an aggressive forwarding of the banner of truth in the midst of 
the collapsing stan.d.ards and grQWing uncertainties all about us. We are a peo�le 

with a heavenly message, and a divine mandate to which we must ever adhere with 
unswerving allegiance. 

LeRoy Edwin Froom 


